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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Folldal Verk A/S and Amoco Norway Oil Company entered into a 50-50
joint venture agreement to explore for Cu- Zn massive sulphide
deposits in the Folldal area of south central Norway. This
agreement was signed in 1981 and field work in the Folldal area
continued into 1982 and 1983.

Field work included follow-up with ground geophysics and
geochemistry on anomalous areas located by airborne surveys, and
also included geochemical work on previously found anomalous
gold stream sediment samples. During the last two years over
seventy individual geological grids were run, a majority of which
included CEM, VLF, Mag, geochemical sampling, geological mapping
and selected amounts of Apex max-min surveys. Thirteen drill
holes totalling approx 2010 meters were drilled in the 1982 survey
and another 26 drill holes totalling approx. 3290 meters were
drilled during the 1983 drilling season. Unfortunately no economic
zones have so far been intersected. Consentrating our work in
volcanic and sedimentary belts of known past Cu-Zn producers
( Sivilvangen, Vingelen, Rødalen) many interesting anomalies
have still to be verifield, some either by drilling or trenching
and others by detailed geochemical and geophysical surveys.
The survey area is devided into 6 separate areas, two in which
gold is the potential metal and four in which zinc and copper
are the most potential metals.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Folldal area.

Follow-up work have been carried out in 7 grids based on the 1982
airborn survey, and in 5 grids as a continuation of the follow-up
from 1982. Five of the grids are drilltested with discouraging
results. More follow-up work are recommended for 6 of the grids,
at least two of them should be drilltested.
The most promising grid is the ørnhovde grid , where follow-up
work was started, based on good geochemical stream samples from
the 1981 season. At least 4 new grids will be established in 1984
based on the airborn survey from 1982.

Savalen area.

Follow-up work in this area include 5 grids that were started in
1982 after the airborn survey.3 of them are drilltested,
detecting only thin sulphidezones, but still high-grade ore are
found at Sivilvangen (up to 5,6% Zn).
The most promising area is Sivilvangen, but since the grid Is
extensively prospected during three seasons, the possibilities
for detecting economic ore are limited. With this in mind, for
further work Svarthue should be given highest priority in the11 area (possibly one more drillhole).

T nset area

10 of the grids worked in this season are situated in this area.
5 of them are drilltested, and 4-5 more drillholes should follow
next season, together with soil sampling, Apex max-min and
geological mapping.

The most encouraging results are obtained at Vardtjørna and Nonsvola.
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Os area. 


7 grids are worked in this area. 2 of them are drilltested.
At least a couple new drill targets are given for next season,
with highest priority at Storfloen. Follow-up work next season
includes soil sampling, CEM, Apex max-min and geological mapping.

Hausta area.

This is basically a gold area, but encouraging geochemical and
geophysical anomalies indicate that it would be possible to find
a massive sulphide mineralization with good gold grades within
this area. The follow-up work is based on reanalysed stream
sediments from an old NGU survey program. In 1982 six grids were
established for soil sampling, and in three of these more follow-up
work was done during the 1982 field season. In contribution to
these a fourth grid was established (Hausta IV) in 1982. Two of
the grids Hausta II and III should be given low priority in the
1984 season. Encouraging geophysical and geochemical anomalies
are received in the two grids Hausta Land Hausta IV, where
mineralizations seems to occure in the same stratigraphical
possition. Drill testing is recommended for both these grids
together with more geophysical and geochemical follow-up work.

Les a area.

This is basically a gold area, which was mapped and covered by
stream sediment sampling during the 1ÇB1 season. In 1982 10 grids
were established for soil sampling.In four of these follow-up
work as geophysical measurements, geological mapping and new
soil samplings were carried out during the 1983 field season. This
area should be given low priority in the 1984 season, because all
anomalies are low and do not coinsident good enough to be drill
tested. More follow-up work is recommended for Storhorrungen
(I, II and III) and for Rjuphovda (I and II).
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INTRODUCTION.

The Folldal project was first started in the summer of 1981 to

explore, in a joint venture between Folldal Verk A/S and Amoco

Norway Oil Company, for Cu,Zn massive sulphide deposits. Since

1982 follow-up work have included ground geophysics, geochemical

sampling and geological mapping. In addition to this some targets

have been diamond drilled (2010 meters in 1982 and 3290 meters

in 1983). Anomalous areas were first located by airborne

geophysics over the Savalen/Tynset area during 1981, and over the

Tolga/Os and Folldal areas in 1982. In 1983 follow-up work continued

in the targets which were started in 1981 and 1982 and in addition

some new grids were established.Targets have been located for

continued work in 1984 and presently priority drill targets have

been outlined in close relation to known mineralizations.

LOCATION AND ACCESS.

The Folldal Project is located between latitudes 60°00' and 62°

35' and longitudes 8° 50' and 110 15' east, trending generally

in a north east-south west direction. The area is approximately

300 km north of Oslo and is serviced by major paved roads both in

•
the eastern and western sections.

Secondary roads can be found throughout. Two major rail lines,

both of which connect Oslo and Trondheim, service the project

area. The western line runs through the towns of Dombås and

Hjerkinn, while the eastern line has stations at Alvdal, Tynset

and Os. The major supply centers are Dombås, Folldal, Alvdal, Tynset

and Os.
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LAND STATUS.

Folldal Verk currently holds claims throughout the project area,

at Grimsdalen, Tronfjell, Sivilvangen, Rødalen, Fådalen,

Vingelen, Os and the old producers around the Folldal area.

PREVIOUS WORK HISTORY:

The Folldal project area includes many various sized (up to 19mm• tonnes) massive and disseminated copper zinc- sulphide mines

that can be dated back as early as 1748 with the first production

from a copper mine in the town of Folldal (Hovedgruve). This mine

was worked intermittently until 1940. During this time other mines

were put into production in the vicinity of the Folldal camp,

namely Nordgruve, Søndregruve and Nygruve.

Other small showings had limited production in the Fådalen,

Rødalen and Sivilvangen area from 1722 although these were small

scale operations.

To the north of the project, Vingelen, Foss gruve and Oskar II

were small but important massive sulphide copper zinc mines.

These old showings are approx. 15 to 25 km south west of the

Røros massive sulphide camp and are within the same volcanic belt.

Many small diggings and adits can be found throughout the area,

and most if not all surface exposures of sulphide have been found.

Presently, the only producing copper zinc mine in the area is

Folldal Verk's Tverrfjellet mine in the western section of the

project area. It is one of Norway's largest massive sulphide

type deposits. (19mm tonnes).

Previous work by Folldal Verk A/S in the project area has included

ground geophysics, stream sediment surveys, and diamond drilling,

basically in the vicinity of the old workings.



Name Froduction Tonnage
(MM Tonnes)

Cu% Zn% Pb% Ag(ppm) Au(ppm) S%

Fadalen 1722-28






1739-47






1738-88 0.1 ? ?




Hovre Discontinuous






1738-1940 3 1.5 3.0 0.3 - - 35

Rodalen 1751-1810






1911-1914 0.4 1-4 ? - ? ? ?

Røstvangen 1908-21 0.4 2.6 1.0 - 10-80 0.3-2.0 43
Sivilvangen 1915-17 1200 tons 1.5-2.5 >6.0 ?




..




Nordre 1936-70 2.5 1.3 3.2 0.2 31 0.2 34

Nygruve 1940-52 0.3






Sondre 1950-65 0.5






Grimsdal No production 3.0 0.8 1.2 .008 - - 32

Grimsdalen n n 10.0 0.3 2.8 0.15 10-15 - 25-35

Tverrfjellet 1968- 19.0 1.0 1.2 .06 18 0.1 36



REGIONAL GEOLOGY.

The Folldal project area lies within the southern section of the
Trondheim greenstone belt and includes rock types of both
sedimentary and volcanic origin. These rocks were deposited in
the extensive Caledonian geosyncline during Cambro-Silurian
times and can be seen to extend almost the total length of
Norway's west coast. The east and west section of the Trondheim
greenstone belt show definite rock type co-relation, especially
with the main volcanic units, although depositional environment
was very different. The western section of the belt, which includes
Folldal Verk's large Tverrfjellet mine and even the bigaer mine
Lokken druber (30 mm tunnes), is generally thoucht to be closely
associated with oceae floor volcanic acfivity, and includes rocks
of more tholeiitic com,position. The eastern limb of the geosvncline
can be seen to include a much more differentiated rock type,
nerhans indicating island arc debosition.

The 1983 field season was restricted to the eastern limb of the
syncline and the following describes the associated rock units.
The base of the belt is unerlain by a thick succession of snaradm te
( feldspathic arkose) and auaen gneiss (terbidite seduence) of
Eocambrian age. Overlaying the Eocambrian rocks is the Hummelfjell

41	 formation of Cambrian age. It includes generally a sedimentary
sequence of quartzites, qtz. mica schists and graphite schists,
with minor associated mafic tuffs. Overlying the Hummelfjell
group is the Røros formation, which has associated ultramafics
(dunites, serpentinites), quartz biotite schists, greenstones,
and minor graphite schists + conglomerates.

The Hersjo formation is the next in succession and is considerd
the main volcanic belt of the eastern limb of the syncline. The
volcanics includes a differentiated sequence of greenstones, mafic
tuff, felsic turf (keratophyre), and minor dacite and graphite
schists. The Gula group which caos the whole greenstone belt
may be in f±ulfed contact with the underlying Hersjo formation
and exact age of the group is highly controversial. It includes
a large succession of sediments with minor thin beds of mafic
volcanics (amphibolites).
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The group shows generally a series of recessional sedimentation

grading from phyllites up to calcarious schists and into limestone.

Stratigra hic Succession (East limb of Folldal roject).

Silurian Limestone

U. Ordovician Amphibolites and

greenstone

Gula greenstone )
)




)




Calcareous mica ) Gula Group




schists Singsås Formation)




)




Phyllites,

Trondjemites

Aslia Formation )
)





)




Keratophyre,

greenstone, mafic

Hersjø Formation )
)




tuffs




)
)





) Fundsjø





) Group
Ordovician Layered gabbro

trondjemite




)
)





)




Cambrian Graphite schists,

gtz biotite schists,

greenstone,

serpentinites, Røros Formation

)
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) Sulåmo




dunites &

conglomerates




)
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Group





)




Cambrian Quartz mica schists Hummelfjell

quartzites, mafic Formation

tuffs, and graphite

schists

Eocambrian Augen gneiss

Sparagmite
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General strike direction of the units is north easterly, dipping
steeply to the north west. Highly folded areas exist throughout

and can be found in close association with sulphide mineralization.
Faulting is not readily apparent although low angle thrust zones
have been mapped within almost every geological unit and

consequently a great deal of imagination must be used for

interpretation.

•

•
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SUMMARY OF PROPERTY AND FIELD WORK.

A. Folldal area.

The following areas or grids are all within the vicinity of old
mines and have been followed up as a continuation of work from
previous years and have been the results of anomalies from the
1982 airborne survey. The follow up works have been geophysical
measurements as shootback,VLF (field strenght), magnetometric
measurements and Apex max-min, geological mapping and in a few
grids there have been done geochemical survey. Some of the
anomalies obtained, have been diamond drilled with discouraging411, results (mostly graphite horizons). The next seasons investigation
in the area will probably be diamond drilling. Three or four new
grids will be established where geophysical, geological and
geochemical investigations will be done.

The follow up grids from 1983 are:

Nygruvhøgda

ørnhovda

Reinslia

Moseng

41111A. 5. Brendryen

Solbakken

Knutshovda

Taubanen

Sletten

Korsvoll
A: 11. Storhovde

In addition to these follow up grids one older grid was diamond
drilled.

This is:

A. 12. Bekkensetra.
Four other grids were established in 1982, these are: Søndre, Grims-
dalen, Nordre Bekkensetra and Hovedgruva. Since no work have been
done on these grids in 1983 no further comments will be done on
these grids.
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A. 1. Nygruvhogda. Baseline: 1000 W 200 E

Profile length: 500 N - 200 S

Follow up work 1983: Shootback, VLF

(field strength), MAG and soil sampl'ng.

The grid is situated approximatly 800m south of the old mine
Nygruva. The VLF and shootback shows mostly weak anomalies, but in
one area both methods gives strong anomalies, which is thought to
be graphite related. This anomaly runs across the profiles 300 W-
100 W (300 - 400 N). It is hard to follow the weak VLF and shoot-
back anomalies from one profile to another, conseguently more

11 follow up work are necessary to be able to interprete these data.
The MAG is only carried out in the profiles 1000 W to 400 W. Two
of these profiles shows high magnetic values and the rest are low.
This indicates measuring errors. At point 500 W, 225 N one
interesting magnetic anomaly showed up. This urofile was not
measured with VLF or shootback from 200 N to 500 N and therfor
new VLE measurements were carried out, covering the urofiles
400 W - 600 W. This indicated a weak conductor that coincided
with the mag anomalies. The geochemical map shows interesting
couper values at the lines 100 W and OEW. A very weak electromadne-ic
anomaly runs from 300 W, 200 S to OFW, 75 S. This anomaly may
cause the cooper anomaly. No zinc or lead anomalies are received

11 although anomal values are scattered over the whcle grid.
(Zn up to 140 ppm and lead up to 96 ppm).

Recommendation: Since the geophysical measurements are not carried
out over the best geochemical anomaly, it is recommended that VLF
and shootback are run southwards to 500 S or even to 700 S to pick
up an interesting electromagnetic anomaly received by the airborn
survey, in the sothern part of this grid. The grid should also be
measured for total magnetic field once more, and aeological
mapoing should be carried out although there are probably very
few outcrops. If good results are received in conection with the
cu-anomaly it should be drilltested.



7- 2. ørnhovda. Baseline: OEW - 1000 E
Profile length: 100 S - 1000 N
Follow up work -83: CEM, VLF, MAG Geochem.

VLF picks up two extensive, parallell conductors (which is longer
than the base line, and gives the strike)- probably related to
graphite horizons. Here CEM coincides partly with the VLF (and
only in the eastern part of the grid ). The reason for this could
be a change in conductivity along the conductor, or that it consists
of smaller lenses.
MAG looks "flat" - except a weak peak between 0-400 EW and 800-900 N
coincident with weak CEM and VLF. Another CEM - and VLF conductor
at 0 EW and 600 N shows a weak extention NW. A favourable trend in
the geochem follow the last named conductor (having the SSW-erly
drainage direction in mind), - with values up to 280, 250, 38 ppm
Cu, Zn, Pb, (Corresponding background values: 10-20. 20-30,
10 ppm).

The highest Cu-value (360 ppm - and high Zn and Pb) probably
relates to the extensive VLF conductor at 400 E and 450 N
(although it conflicts a bit with the drainage).

Recommendations:
The geochemical soil samoles give high values in Cu,Zn and Pb:411 highest respectively 360, 250 and 540 ppm - which demands interest
and further work. In addition to geological mapping Apex and VLF
field strength must be run over the four CEM and VLF anomalies to
site the drilltesting that should be done.
Probably one drill site already points out: 400 E and between
600 and 650 N - at the VLF conductor with good geochem.
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Reinslia Baseline 11000 W - OEW
Profile length 500 N - 500 S
Follow up work in -83: CEM, MAG, VLF

This grid shows coinciding strong VLF, CEM and MAG anomalies.
Two main conductors can be picked out. One of them, which is
quite strong on both VLF and CEM, can be followed from OEW, 75 S
to 700 W, 250 S. This conductor is most probably a graphite with
some pyrrhotite.

The other main conductor, which may in fact be two parallel• conductors, differ in direction from the other one, and runs from
400 W, 50 S to 1000 W, 225 N. This conductor is weak in VLF, and
strong on CEM. This could be caused by the angle to the transmitting
station. Both these strong conductors are overlapped by stong MAG.

Recommendations: The geochem is too discouraging to recommend any
more work on this grid.

Moseng. Baseline. 100 W - 600 E
profile length: 300 N - 3005
Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG, VLF, AREX
Geological mapping, One 150,0m deep drill
hole.

This grid is situated approx. 500 m south of the Taubanen grid in
the same stratigraphical possition as Storhovde grid. The geological
map shows mostly mafic flows (greenstone - greenschist), but some
keratophyre is also found. One electromagnetic anomaly runs through
the whole grid. Some weaker anomalies are found south of the main
conductor. The apex measurements correlate well with the VLF and
CEM measurements, but it is very weak in some places.
The main conductor is drilltested at line 300 E, 100 N. Traces of
pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite are found troughout, but the
geophysical anomaly is most probably related to a 30 cm thick
graphitic schist with weak mineralization.
Chemical assaies of the drill hole are not yet received.
Recommendations: No further follow up work is recommended.
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A. 5. hrennryen : Baseline : - 1000 W

Profile length: 200 N - 200 S
Pollow up work 1983: CEM, MAC, VLF, A"EX, CEOLOCY
Soil sampling

The area is crossed bv rowerlines and a lot of the
grid is covt.red by farmlands and roads. These factors makes
both geochemical and geophysical ivesttgations difficcIt. In the
western croftles it is bossible to sort out one anomaly which is
not caused by power lines. This anomaly can be seen aroufd BL
fc praftles 1000 - 800 W and mayhe Et1so weakly oc preffes
TOG w afd 600 The \-1,12anortaly ccifoldefts with h'gh ttc
Va2UeS. The shootbaek anemaites are very hdrd to interprJ Tnt
when ockincut tne •LS afomaljes jt ts posotbde :0 otok ont Jhe

ahomatites, one ca'tsed by ihe ofwerlife and •fe crchchlv cccsc.d
hite horicon. The last one ocincteehls wjth the VI,r, MAC

es. The Abex cave strnng resuons on all f :J2S

fh-ccst retotablv as a
ho rizon.

Ceochemjcal t
,i1SO *._hisccii.

Whon tatcrtreting fhu results of this measuremgnts one Ennuld•	 of contamtnatioo irom agricultur and the old mjne snnare
Cei:rccnen , whach is situated s/me 990 - 1500m to thg WS W. This
mtne was closJd 'a n :065 Jf feT 	 --ge of 0,5 MMf
The genchernical resblts cary guite a lot, and no senarate onomaly
can be picked out. The max values of the sfil samnIcs rc°".21ved

cf: 89,0 cbm, In: 140,0 pcm, Pb: 14 r,pm.

Gecicgical moppang, perhabs todether w th ciiggafg
ncer the ardcad'ies. :f the conicctcr is cted fn thts way

c it 2ts not fou- L fo tini11, 't gouli be

ofa CO T - 800 Jai
g.easuremehts were carrted ent. Thcse asc.r. s gac u separate

terestoing to see if Cu "mase a la (cebtact) at the
'fdre G-atrvggeh mccc cobld dc.
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Sobakken. Baseline: OEW - 800 E

Profile length: 300 W - 300 S
Follow up work 1983: Shootback, MAG VLF

and Apex.

This grid is situated in the sothernmost end of Hersjø formation
of keratophyre, greenstones and mafic tuffs. Unfortunately the base
line is not parallel to the strike of the rocks. Nevertheless
interesting geophysical anomalies are obtained. Apower line in the
sothern part of the grid disturb both the VLF and shootback
measurements. When having the strike of the rocks in mind it is
quite easy to interprete the geophysical measurements. The most41 encouraging anomaly, which is detected by all the geophysical
methods MAG, VLF, CEM and Apex max-min, runs from (400 E, 100 S)
to (700 E, 275 N). This anomaly probably reflect an intermediate
conductor, because the Apex max-min shows weak respons on low
frequences and strong respons on high frequences.
Recommendation: This anomaly should be drilltested at line 500 E
or 600 E. To pick out the best drilling spot, it would be
appropriate to establish a new grid with the base line parallel
to the strike, and do Apex max-min over the best anomaly.
Geological mapping should also be carried out before the anomaly
is drill tested.

•
Knutshovde. Baseline: 100 W - 200 E

Profile length: 100 S - 300 N
Follow up work 1983: MAG, CEM, VLF.

This grid was the last one in 1983, and the measurements are not
fullfilled. Interpretation of this work is not possible on this
state.

Recommendation: The profiles should be lengthened with at least 200
meters in both directions, and MAG, CEM and VLF should be full-
filled. Geological mapping should also be carried out.
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A. 8. Taubanen. Baseline: OEW - 1000 E

Profile length: 200 S - 300 N

Sollow Up work 1982/83: 'S1.118,MAG, CEM,

Anex max-min, soil samnling. One drill

hole.

This orid is situated in the continuation to the west of the
Geitryacruva denosite. The Ceitrocgruva is an old mine that had
producod 2,5 million tonnes of ore when it in 1970 was closed.
- he average grade of th's deocalte was: Ou: 1,3 Sn: 3,2', Pb:
Ac: 31 nom, Au: 0,2 num and S: 341.

Ceologlcaly th±s grid is situated within volcanic rocks like
massioe greenstones and greenschists. No geologic mon hame

been carried out in this crid.

All che geonhveical measurements shows a serons anomalv that runs
5 rom (05W, 75 N) ro ( 1000 E, 250 N). This anomaly is for sure
granhite related. The same cranhite horizon is known from the N.
Geitrmcgen mine. South of this strong anomaly two smal anomalies
are found in the same straticraphic possislon as Goltryggen mine.
One of these, which civos just a small madnetic anomaly is drill-
tested (co ccd 300 r, 20 N). Two senarate rones of grech41,
schists was discovered (43,10 - 44,29m and 70,98 - 72,30m),

but in near connection to these smal stringers of massive
norrhotlte and norite cros were ficYd. Traces of chalcocor'te
were also discovered. The geochemical assaies of soil samoles
collected north of the base line, shows extremely low values
that are thought to be erratic.

Recommendation: The other weak EM enomaly at (200 E, SNS) cives
also a macnotic anomalv. The Anex max-min shows little rosocnse on
low feccuency (22 Ez) and streng resoonse on h1gher freguencies.
This is usual for intermediate conducecrs 11ke meoseve sulohido
ore. Drilitesting of this anomaly is recommended.
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A. 9. Sletten. Baseline: OEW - 1000 E

Profile length: 200 S - 300 N

Follow up work 1982/83: Geological

mapping , one drill hole, soil

samplings.

Follow up work in this grid was started in 1982 with geophysical

measurements (VLF, CEM, MAG and Anex max-min) and soil sampling.

Geophysical investigation in this grid turn out to be very

difficult because of much disturbance from Dower lines. The VLF

turn out to be of le value because it nicked up so many

"conductors" that it was imposible to interprete it. Shootback

measurements cave much "cleaner" pictures of the anomalies. The

MAG showed two senarate anomalies, one undulating running from

OEW, 100 N to 1000 E, 75 S and one or twc narallel magnetic

anomalies running from 1000 E, 100 N to 300 E, 125 N. Apex max-min

measurements were then carried out covering the whole grid.

Several strong ccnductors were easilv sorted out end all of them

coinsidented very well with the shootback anomalies. Results

from the soil samples showed randomly distributed anomal values

snread out over the whole grid. The best values received was:

Au: 25 nbii, Cu: 260 num, Zn: 210 npm, Pb: 22 ppm and Ag: 0,5 npm.

In 1983 the area was mapped. It is possible to sort out one

11 thick (150 - 400m) unite of volcanics narallel to the baseline. At

hoth sides of this unite we have grey phyllites with graphite

sections. In one location (100 E, 50 S) near the boundary of this

units, iron staining has been found. A strong electromagnetic

anomaly runs from (OEW, ONS) to (400 E, 100 S). When considering

the strike and dip, this conductor would pinch out at the spot

where iron staining is located. Therefor this anomaly was drill-

tested although no magnetic anomaly was found.

The drill hole was necative, and a 8,75 m thick massive graphite

schist was found. Traces of Chalcopyrite, nyrite and calena and

up to 3% pyrhotite was found in various sections.

The traces of chalcopyrite and galena can explain the anomal

geochemical soil values received several places in the grid.

Recommendations: No further follow up work is recommended. The

aeophysical anomalies are spread out over the whole grid.,

and can be explained by the traces of chalcopyrite and calena

found in the drill hole.
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A. 10. Korsvoll - Einbu Baseline: 4600 W - 3600 W

Profile length: 200 N - 1000 N

Follow up work 1983: VLF, MAG, Apex

max-min and two

drill holes.

Follow up work in this grid was established in 1970 after

encouraging ground geophysical survey (Turam). One of the best
turam anomalies were not drilltested at that time. Therefor more
follow up work started early in 1983, covering the most promising
turam anomaly.

This grid is situated in the same stratigraphic possision as11 Bekkensetra, Nordre Geitryggruva mine and Taubanen within
greenstones.

The total magnetic field shows only background values ranging
from 50300 Gamma to 50600 Gamma except for one value 50870 Gamma
at 4400 W, 250 N).

Although the grid is crossed by a power line the VLF is able to
pick up a couple of conducting zones. To pick up any drilling
spot it was necessary to do more geophysical survey. Apex max-min
was tried with 100 m cable, but it picked up too many weak
conductors that it was hard to interprete it. With a cable length
of 50 m very fine and "clean" anomalies were obtained.
One 131,00 m depth hole at 4300 W, 925 N was than drilled, but no
cause of the geophysical anomaly was found, except for a 0,45 m
thick zone with up to 15% pyrrhotite. This smal zone with pyrrhotite
was not believed to cause the strong Apex anomaly. Therefore a new
drill hole was started at 4300 W, 895 N.

THis hole was drilled through a 2,50 m thick strata up to
3% pyrrhotite at the same stratigraphic possision as in the first
drill hole. This zone with pyrrhotite is later believed to cause
the electromagnetic anomaly.

Recommendation: No further work is recommended for this grid.
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A. 11. Storhovde. Baseline: 900 W - 300 E

Profile length: 100 S - 300 N

Follow up work 1983: MAG, CEM, VLF and

soil sampling.

This grid is situated between Nordre Geitryggruva and Søndre

Geitryggruva mines in the same stratigraphic possision as Moseng

grid. The grid is situated within a unit of green mica-shists.

The geochemical map shows very low background values which

indicates error (s) with the soil samples. Consequently the

geochemical survey gives little information. The magnetic

measurements gives several strong anomalies.

The VLF and CEM shows intermediate conductors, that do not coincident

with magnetic anomalies.

Recommendation: Detailed geological mapping is recommended. Together

with this Apex max-min should be measured at each profile. New

geochemical survey could give valuable information, but contamination

from the nearby Geitryggruva mine may make it hard to interprete.

After having considered apex and may be geochemical result, this

grid should be drilltested.

•
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A. 12. Bekkensetra. Baseline: ONS - 800 N

Profile length: 200 E - 300 W
Follow up work 1983: One 108,50m deep
drill hole.

This grid was first located by airborne EM, and later followed up
by ground geophysics. The anomalous zone is along strike of the
old Nordre Geitryggruva mine and consequently bacame of interest
as a possible continuation of the Nordre Geitryggen deposite.

Mag, VLF, CEM were all performed and basically isolated a small
conductor to the west of the base line. Mag is coincident with
selected zones of the shootback anomalies. Detailing with Max-Min
has now defined these zones better.

The geochemical results f-T this area was not received when the
last years report was finished. The back ground values in this
grid and surrounding grids like Taubanen and Storhovde are
markedly lower than in other parts of the volcanic rocks in
the survey area. This difference in back ground values may reflect
difference in the composition of the bedrock,but can also be
explained by sampling errors. If for example the samples are
taken from the A II horizon of the podzol profile, all values
will be lower than if they are collected from B horizon. Anomalous
areas will theweticalybe detected by sampling A horizons, but
sampling errors will easily give falsh anomalies, Consequently
the geochemical results from this area is less keliable than
in other areas.

In 1983 one of the electromagnetic anomalies was drilltested
with a 108,50 deep hole at 400 N, 150 W. The drill hole was
negative with a graphite horizon with minor amount of pyrrhotite
and traces of chalcopyrite.
Recommendations: No further work is recommended for this grid.



•
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B. Savalen area.

Is geologicaly the NE continuation of the Folldal area. Occurrences
of massive sulphide deposits are known also from this area
(Sivilvangen, Rødalen, Røstvangen and Fådal mines.)

Five grids around the lake Savalen are followed from the
previous year:

Sivilvangen

Lomsjøvola

Svarthue

Bondåsen

Fisktjørna

•
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B. 1. Sivilvan en. Baseline: 4000 N - 6600 N

Profile length: 200 W - 800 E

Follow up work -83: CEM, MAG, VLF, APEX

soil samples, 5 drill holes.

This years work on Sivilvangen incudes CEM, MAG, VLF, Apex, soil
sampling and five drill holes between 4000 N - 6600 N. The grid
is earlier worked in -81 and -82. Small old showings occur
throughout this north section, and have small lenses of sphalerite.
They all are within a bimodal volcanic environment.

11
The north section of the grid, from L-4000 N to L-7800 N showed
large continuous beds of graohite, usually found capping felsic-
mafic volcanic zones. These graphite horizons often have pyrite
and pyrrhotite associated and the CEM shootback survey picked these
zones up very well. From profiles in old diggings, mineralization
is closely associated with these zones and consequently should
not be rejected from investigation. The most promising zone of this
type stretches from L-5000 N, BIL to L-6200 N, 200 E and rock
assays from an old digging in this zone assayed 2,43% Cu, 8,2% Zn.
Three zones between L-5000 N and 5400 N, of anomalous Zn with
accompaning Cu and Pb are coincident with felsic-mafic contacts
and detailed geological mapping should be performed.

A VLF field strength survey was also performed over L-5000 N to
6200 N which shows good correlation to the geochem. This zone is
drilltested at 5200 N-60 W, -45°E and L-5200 N - 135 W, -45°E.
In both drillholes the same mineralized zone was hit at respectively
45,60m (5-83-4) and 109,50m (5-83-5). The zone becomes poorer
downwards: up to 10-15% sphalerite over

2m in the upper hole (4), and in the lower hole (5) 109,50 - 130,25m
is a mineralized section with up to 0,26% sphalerite.

A graphite schist underlies the mineralized section in drillhole
S-83-5.

Two other drillholes are drilled this year at L-5600 N - 20 E,
- 450 E and L-5600 N -40 W, -450E.

Both holes cut a graphite schist with underlain mineralization up
to 0,89% Zn and 0,67% Cu over about 3m.
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Soil sampling are re-done along L-4000 N, 4200 N and 4400 N from
B.L. to 800 E to check the surprisingly low values from the -82
geochemical survey. This years survey verifyed the results from
-81: Geochem anomaly from B.L. to 100 E on L-3800 N, 4000 N and
4200 N - which is coincident with a very slight conductor zone
shown by Apex. VLF also show a weak anomaly at 3800 N, 100 E.
Favorable rock type and extensive silicification and albitization
can be seen throughout this area.
The earlier proposed detailed geological mapping from L-5000 -
5400 N should continue to L- 6200 N between 400 L and 800
Here, L-5400 N, 425 E,L-6200 N, 675 E, a strong MAG-anomaly is
flanked by a very weak VLF (but no Apex) and a good geochem, anomaly
down stream.Possibly an ultramafic zone rich in magnetite.
The VLF anomaly at 5000 N, 450 E is drilltested, and showed graphite
schis,sod some narrow zones with 1% cha1copyrit--.
Two parallel EM conductors run from respectively 600 E and 700 E
at L-5000 N, to abou-:800 E at L-58G0. The weak::r(the wasternmos:)
is coincident with MAG. No clear geochem anomaly can be seen. .The
conductors are probably related to graphite with and without
pyrrhotite. This should be checked by the proposed geological
mapping, eventually even trenching.

•
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B. 2. Loms øvola. Baseline: 1600 S - ONS

Profile length: 500 W - 600 E

Follow up work 1983: Soil samples

The area is situated in the Gula group. The grid was worked for

MAG, CEM and VLF in -82 with additional soil sampling in -83.

Both MAG, CEM and VLF show one extensive conductor at 75 E-

100 E. This conductor is very similar to the Snausjøvola I and II
garnet cummingtonite ultramafic, although it shows sections of

massive pyrrhotite. It may be closely related to Snausjøvola II,

and additional rock samples along this zone should be analysed

for gold. Rock samples along this zone have copper geochem

values of up to 965 ppm with an average of near 650 ppm, definitely

well above background of the similar rock types of the area.

We await results from soil samples. A CEM and MAG anomaly at

1000 S, 250 W should be searched in the soil samples. Untill

now only gold assayes are received from the soil samples, and

they showed no anomal values.

E. 3. Svarthue. Baseline: ONS - 1600 N

Profile length: 500 W - 400 E

Follow up work 1983: MAG, Apex, soil

samples (Au), drilltested

This grid covers a contect between the Hersjø formations

micaschist and the Gula groups greenstone.

The anomalous zone has its main conductor basically along the base
line and dissappears southwards into Savalen lake. Winter geophysics

has picked up the same extensive conductor under the lake.

This zone is graphite related (graphite found in outcrop).

Also pyrite and pyrrhotite are found along this zone, and rock

samples from L-840 N, 50 E give 2596 ppm Zn, in addition to

albitization in felsic keratophyre. This encouraging informations

gave rise for drilling at L-1000 N, 125 E - 450 W.
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Only thin sulphiReznnes of Zn, Pb and Cu wee found:up to 0,2 %
Zn, ( 0,1% Pb and traces of Cu at 63,20 - 63,25m, 63,45 - 63,80
and 64,15.

Recommendation:

Since soil sampling will be very incomplete, because of the big
swamps - this is not recommended. But Pb- and Zn mineralization
found in the drillhole makes the grid- an interesting target for
further work,ev. more drilling.

•
B. 4. Bondåsen. Baseline: ONS - 1400 N

Profile length: 400 W - 600 E
Follow up work 1983: Soil samples.

Apex and geological mapping have been done in 1982, followed by
soil sampling in -83. Apex pointed out a weak conductor at the
contact between a micaschist and a conglomerate, probably related
to graphite. Although the area for soil sampling are too narrow,
it looks like the anomalous gold (up to 20 ppb) follows the
conglomerate.

It is recommended to take rock samples of the conglomerate and• analyse for gold.
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B. 5. Fisktjønna. Baseline: ONS - 1200 N

Profilelength: 500 W - 500 E

Follow-up work 1983: Apex and diamond

drilling.

CEM, VLF, MAG, soil sampling and geological mapping have been
done during the 1982 season, and followed up by Apex and drilling
in -83 at 600 N, 50 W - 450 E. The conductor is verified to be
graphite related. In fact three graphite zones are found: 26,50-
34,00 (with up to 2% pyrrhotite and pyrite), 51,05 - 51,65 (2-3%
and traces of chalcopyrite) and 52,65 - 57,80m (2-3% pyrrhotite
and traces of pyrite and chalcopyrite). The interbedded chlorite
schist is in places folded and contains sulfides-up to 5-6%
pyrrhotite and some pyrite.

Soil over this zone show no place anomalous areas. No further
work on this grid is recommended.

•
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C. TYNSET AREA.

Some of the grids in this area are established this year, while
others are started in-82 and continued in -83. All as a result

of airborne geophysics from -81. Some of the grids have allready
been diamonddrilled, while others are to be tested next season.11	 The follow-up work have consisted of ground geophysics (VLF,

shootback, magnetometry), soil sampling and geological mapping.

Next seasons follow-up should include Apex max-min, soil sampling
and geological: mapping in addition to drilltesting.

Grids worked in 1983:

C. 1. Stormyra




C. 2. Knappsen




C. 3. Asvangen




C. 4. Hallrøsta




C. 5. Flatvollen




C. 6. Vardtjønna




C. 7. Snausjøvola I

C. 8. Snausjøvola II

C. 9. Nonsvola
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C. 1. Storm ra. Baseline: ONS - 1000 N

Profilelength: 300 W - 500 E

Follow-up work 1983: CEM, MAG, Geology.

The stratigraphy of the area is relatively good understood.

The rocks are from the bottom to the top in the sequence:

Mixed mafic-felsic tuff, quartz keratophyre,dark grey phyllite,

greenschist, mafic tuff, quartz keratophyre,ultramafic, mixed

mafic-felsic tuff and dark grey phyllite.

A strong CEM-anomaly overlapped by MAG, follow the quartz keratophyre

at about 150 E. This extensive conductor indicates graphite with

pyrrhotite - propably the same graphite horizon as in Nonsvola

and Asvangen. In some locations pyrite is found in the keratophyre.

CEM picks up two interesting anomalies aside of the graphite

related conductor: One between 500 N and 800 N, 75 E and one at

500 - 600 N, 200

Recommendation: Since no geochem are done here, soil samples

should be taken east of B.L. to cover the anomalies (although

all the swamps can disturb the picture). Later drillhole(s) to

test these EM anomalies are very possible.

•
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C. 3. Asvan en. Baseline: 500 S - 1500 N

Profile length: 300 W - 300 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG, VLF

This area is established along a main graphite horizon from

Nonsvola and Stormyra, to cover EM/MAG anomalies aside of the

graphite horizon, from the airborne survey. In fact an extensive

graphite related anomaly along the B.L. is picked up by the VLF.

Interesting anomalies are picked up aside of it.

Recommendation:This grid should be covered with soil sampling

and geological mapping.

C. 4. Hallrøsta. Baseline: ONS - 1100 N

Profile length: 500 W - 300 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG,

Geology, soil samples.

This grid cover quite a lot of farmland, tracks and roads and

across it there are running two powerlines, which makes it

difficult to interprete geophysical measurments. The outcrops

shows rocks as Trondhjemite, , quartz-keratophyre, black shale,

sericite shale, greenstone and gabbro. Pyrite is located in one out-

crop of black shale. The MAG shows one interesting anomaly at

300 N (125 E to 50 W) and 400 N (25 E to 62,5 W). This anomaly

coinsidents with an outcrop of gabbro. Gabbros do often carry

a lot of pyrrhotite and also some magnetite, so that may be the

reason why me get an higher MAG-value at this spot. The shootback

shows some small anomalies in the southern part of the grid, but

they are very difficult to interprete . In the northern.part.of the

grid there are some strong anomalies, which most probably are

caused by fenses and power lines, although in some profiles the

power lines gives no response.

Recommendations: It is very difficult to do prospecting in this

grid. The geochemical soil sampling are discouraging. A lead

anomaly follows the biggest road. No further work are recommended.
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C. 5. Flatvollen. Baseline: 300 W - 1200 E

Profile length: 700 N - 300 S

Follow up work - 83: Soil samples,

geology.

The gelogy that can be seen consists of an ultramafic body

(with a chromite showing) surrounded by phyllites, greywacke and

micaschist.

Soil samples have scattered highs of Au and Zn, but very low Cu.

Anomalous gold are consentrated between 300 W - 100 W, 100 N -

200 N. The closest EM-anomaly, which possibly can be related to

this gold, runs along B.L., where the rocks are phyllite and

micaschist.

No further work is recommended on this grid.

C. 6. Vardtjørna. Baseline: 1000 S - 1400 N

Profile length: 600 W - 800 E

Follow up work 1983: VLF, CEM, MAG,

soil samples, IP-RP, 3 drillholes.

This grid is within the Hersjø formation, and the main geological

units are keratophyre, mafic-, and mixed mafic-felsic tuff.

Several resent diggings are within this area, and geophysics/

geochem, gives good anomalies that demands for drilltesting.

3 holes are allready drilled: At 500 N, 75 W, where the conductor

was graphite. It is also drilled at an IP-anomaly 400 N, 375 E

with discouraging results - only weak dissemination of pyrrhotite
throughout the hole.

A geochem anomaly (up to 770 ppm Cu in soil) are outlined along

baseline, 400 S - 400 N. IP-RP are measured along ONS, and gave

anomaly at 25 E (coinsident with field strength).

Drilltesting showed no conductor except of pyrite and pyrrhotite

dissemination and narrow bands including some chalcopyrite.
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Recommendation: This last mentioned Cu-anomaly is too
promising to be given up. Since anomalous Cu are found upstreams
of the drillhole (ONS, 40 W) - one good drilltarget should be to
test the EM-conductor at 200 W, 300 N.
The grid should be extended to the south (because of one high
Cu- value (1345 pPm)) - and to the north (because of one Pb-value
(725 ppm) in the northern end).
High Pb and Zn values are found over a big area between 600 N and
1400 N. Several EM-anomalies in this area are verifield to be
graphite related, and the high Pb_Zn values could be related to
this horizons. Rock samples should be analysed from the diggings in
this area.

C. 7. Snaus'øvola I. Baseline: ONS - 1600 N

Profile length: 300 W - 700 E

Follow up work 1983: One 101,60m drill
hole.

One main conductor was located here, possibly the same unit as
Snausjøvola II, although no copper geochem was coincident with
the conductor. The unit is an ultramafic garnet-cummingtonite
magnetite rich body. Cross sections at L-1000 N B/L showed
heavy concentrations of graphite. Soil profiles up to 80 cm deep
have been taken across the conductor zone on L-570 N, where a
massive sulphide (Cu, Zn, Py) boulder has been found.
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The results of
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From these assaies we see that falsh anomalies can be obtained by
sampling wrong horizons. Another interesting fact is that the
copper values increases with depth and are weakly enrished in the
A I horizon (humus7).Lead values seems almost independent of
depth. More investigation of soil profiles, would strengthend our
understanding and interpretation of geochemical soil sampling.
The copper background values are very low (< 20 ppm), with a few
anomal values (up to 64 ppm) coincident with the conductor.
Weakly anomal zinc values are also coinsident with the conductor.
Anomal lead and weakly anomal silver values are coincident with
the conductor. The soil samples were assied for gold and arsenic.
Encouraging gold (up to 1100 ppb) and arsenic values (up to 99 ppm)
were obtained in various locations.
The 1983 field season concisted of putting dcwn a 101,60m long drill
hole at 400 N, 200 w enccuraged by the boulder of massive
sulphide and a strong electromagnetic anomaly. The hole cuts
through a 80 cm thick iron formation and a 135 cm thick zone with
bands of massive pyrrhotite, with coincident anomal gold and arsenic
values.
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Recommendation: Soil sampling should be carried out for the lines

1100 N and 1300 N to 1600 N. If using 25m between each sampling

point we would probahly be able to pick out a drilling spot based

on the geochemical assaies. To do deep soil sampling up to 1 m

over at least one profile is also recommended.

Geological mapping should be carried out once more.

C. 8. Snausjovola II. Baseline: 1000 S - ONS

Profile length: 500 E - 200 W

Follow up work 1983: two diamond

drill holes (103,30 and 81,00m ).

FoIlow up on this area was the result of airborne EM and mag along

strike of the old Fådalen mines at Gruvkletten, and was started

in 1982. Located about eleven kilometers south west of the old

mines this area showed one major shoothack conductor with

coincident and flanking mag, and a gold-conner geochem halo

basically fcllowing these geophysical highs. Geological mapping

located very few outcrons although the mac and shootback conductors

were in close association to a areenstone/phvIlite contact, runnina

approximately N 30°E from the point L-800 S, 150 W.

In 1983 the strongest EM anomaly was drilltested at line 500 S

after Apex max-min had been carried out for this line.

The first hole at 140 W was negative. Small zones of iron formations

with pyrrhotite and magnetite are believed to be the cause for

the EM and magnetic anomalies. Traces of chalconyrite uas fel=d,

but not enough to explain the aeochemical anomalies. Therufore

the parallel running anomaly was drilltested at 40W. A five meter

thick horizon of stringers with massive nyrrhotite is believed

to be the cause for this EM anomaly.

Recommendat±on: In this state of the follow up work it is

difficult to recommend any further work without big costs. Ontil

now we have found a lot of encouraging factors, except for a

massive sulpb4de core.The iron formations could renresent stringer

zones in connection to the underlying massive pvrrhotite.

Pyrrhotite is known as a distal mineral of massive sulphYle ores.
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This means that the "main orebody" may be situated at a deeeer

level. Therefore it is recommended to extend ahe SN 11-83-1 also

that the massive nvrrhotite hcrizon is reached. Bv deochemical

assaies it may be nossible to indicate the direction to the

"main orebody". A short drill hole at line 400 S would also be of

dreat value in the further understanding of this orebody.

C. 9. Nensvola. Baseline: ONS - 1500 N

Prefile lendth: 300 8 - 300 W

Follow un work 1983: CEN, NAG, Soil

samgling, deolegical manbind and one

119 denu dtV11 heiHe.

This drid is cne of thb moict ensbner,o'nd in the Tellhal broieca. It

is sitnated within the Hersje formation covering one abbnt 200 m

thick keratonhyre herizon. Vindelen mine is siaeaaed in the same

saratidranhical bositlon some 4 em of :hc

The deouhvsical survev showed ver torost i no 7.-emalies. The

madnetic total fiel- dives strono anbmalies west of a dlsrinct line

from (ONS,100 to (1200 N, 225 2). This line which es reflected

beth Hn the geochemical man and :he sneetbaek survovdeffer in

drect'on by seme10° - 200 to the strEke. Th's means that this

line may renresent a tectonic .1fc1essrlo

The shoctback survey is difficult to internrete beeauso there are

several conductors west cf the possible g(slogrt-en. Some of these

shootback anomalies are for sure caused by graohite horizens.

Cranhite is found at 3 locations which all gives shootback

anomalies.

This area has guite a let of ectcro.n,and therefore it has been

nossible to make a dotailed geological map with a lot of interestind

fnrcrmation. The magnetic and shcotback anomales seems to follow

the keratonhyre horizon(s). Cenerally there are silicious sediments

west of the keratophvre and velcanic teffs and greenstones east

of the keratophyre. In the middle of the grid there is an intrusive

Trondhjemite body. Pyrite is found on several cutcrops and four

old diggings are lccated at line 1100 N and 1200 N 150 E.
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In one location (60 N, 210 W) blocks of massive sphalerite ore
arefound in a stream near the border between quartzkeratophyre
and silicious sediments in connection with a graphite horizon.
Encouraged by this discovery it was drilled a hole at (200 N, 225W)
dipping 45° to the east. The drill hole cut through 17m of
Qtz feldspar graphite schist with up to 1 % pyrrhotite.
If the drill hole had been drilled some 30-40m longer it would
probably cut another graphite horizon with possible associated
mineralization.We would maybe also be able to find out if it is a
foulting east of the quartz-keratophyre,if the drill hole had been
longer.

The geochemical soil assaies were also very encouraging in this
grid. Spesially the zinc anomalies were good, with 13 values higher
than 200 ppm (up to 1700 ppm) with fearly low back ground values
(20-50 ppm). Associated lead and copper anomalies ranges from
12-26 ppm and 60-230 ppm respectivly. The best zinc values are
found in an area from 300 N, OEW to 400 N, 150 W following a bog
on the geological map. It is known that zinc can be enriched in bogs.
Another geochemical anomaly, which runs from (700 N, 50 E) to
(800 N, 100 W), may also be associated with small bogs and peats.
The line 1100 N shows anomal zinc values from 50 W to 300 E. This
anomaly is associated with old diggings.
Recommendation: This grid require probably several drill holes to
detect the source for the geochemical anomaly. Therefore it is
recommended to measure Apex max-min over the whole grid to decide
exact drilling spots. Soil samplings should be carried out for
the line 1200 N - 1500 N. The grid should also be extended in
southern-direction.

Detailed stratigraphical studies should be done in the whole grid
and the nearby area.
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C. 10 Bakkvollen. Baseline: 40C S - 2000 N

Profile length: 500 W - 600 E

Follow up work 1983: 1 diamond drill

hole

This grid is located within the lower part of the main

volcanic group - the Hersjø formation - and includes geod

airborne EM and mag conductors.

The earlier found positive indications - albitization and a massive

pyrite bed (10cm) at L-1000 N - are unfortunately not followed by

11
high geochem.

An EM anomaly close east of baseline are drilltested at L-700 N,

25 W where soil samples came out good. The conductor was graphite.

Recommendation: If more work is to be done on this grid, a possible

target is to drilltest the EM anomaly at 150 W - 200 W, from ONS

to at least 700 N - with anomalous zinc and lead between ONS-400 N.

THe possibility is that the zinc and lead are related to graphite-

like the already drilltested anomaly at L-700 N.

•
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D. Os area. 


This area includes grids established this year and grids that are

followed up from -82.

The work includes VLF, CEM, MAG, IP, soil sampling, geological

mapping and diamond drilling.

Storfloen

Vangsåsen II

Oskar

Djupsjøen

Nordervollen

Nyås

Grue

•



•
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Storfloen Baseline: 0 - 900 E

Profile length: 300 S - 300 N

Follow up work 1983: VLF, CEM, MAG,

Drilled.

This grid is sited in a big swamp. Both VLF, CEM and MAG shows

one interesting anomaly running along B.L. from 400 E to 800 E.

This anomaly was therefor drilltested at 700 E, 50 N, 450 S to

a depth of 95,5m. The conductor was massive graphite argillites

with up to 10% pyrrhotite as stringers and patches, and traces

of pyrite from 65,10 to 80,50 m. High gold (900 ppb) are found

at 73 - 74 m.

Recommendation: In addition to the known graphite, small CEM -

anomalies are seen on each side at 800 E (125 N and 150 S respec-

tively). The one on the northern side also cross the 700 E - profile.

These two conductors should be followed up by Apex to give nossible

drillsites.

Vangsåsen II. Baseline: 100 S - 1000 N

Profile length: 300 W - 300 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG, Soil

samples, Geology.

Several anomalies can be seen. The most extensive CEM conductor

(weak)runs from 400 N - 800 N, 50 - 100w , and are overlapped by

weak MAG. Another conductor between 700 and 900 N, 75 - 100 E

with stronger MAG. One showing CEM and no MAG at ONS - 300 N,

25-50 W. A strong CEM - anomaly at 400 N, 275 W weakens at 500 N.

Recommendation: Because soil samples shows discouraging results

it is suggested to give this area low priority. But gold is high

at 500 N, 100 E and a few other values, combined with a weak CEM-

anomaly, in case of further work Apex should be used here.
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Oskar. Baseline: 4500 S - 1000 N

Profile length: 100 E - 500 W

Follow up work 1983: CEM, Soil samples,
Geology.

The old Oscar mine (ONS-OEW) is covered with a grid to 1000 N,
where only geological mapping is done - and extended south to 4500 S,
with mapping between 1300 S and 1800 S, and 3500 S - 4500 S,
covered by CEM and soil samples (t soil samples 1300 S - 1500 S).
The orezone is hosted by phyllite, close to gabbro and ultrab site.
Geophysi s and geochem are planned north of the mine, while two
favourable areas south of the mine are picked out from he airborne.
Recommendation: A CEM - anomaly around B.L., between 1300 S and
1500 S, lies in ultrabasite, and should therefor be followed by
magnetometry and also soil sampling.

Soil sampling are run at 3500 S- 4500 S, with discouraging results.
No further work is recommended in this part of the grid.

Dju s øen. Baseline: ONS - 1400 N

Profile length: 300 W - 400 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG, Soil
samples, Geology.

The anomaly cause on this grid is beleaved to be related to
graphite with pyrrhotite stretching from 300 N, 25 W to 900 N, 125 W.
This CEM conductor is overlapped by MAG, and the soil samples are
discouraging. Geochem give- good Pb- anomalies in the NW part of
the grid, with a CEM- anomaly at 100 W , 1300 N - 1400 N.
Recommendation:

The cause for this anomaly should be checked by searching in the
stream that cross the baseline, where more outcrop probably are
found. All this streams should be examined before possible
drilltesting are suggested.
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Nordervollen. Baseline: ONS - 4000 N

Profile length: 500 W - 500 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, VLF, MAG, Soil
samples, Geological mapping, Ip-RP
(1000 N - profile). 2 drill holes.

One interesting anomaly at 100 - 600 N, 75 - 100 E, shown by VLF,
overlapped by CEM between 200 N and 400 N, and MAG at 200 N and
400 N, but not verifield by geochem - are drill tested at 425 N,
25 E. It showed to be graphite with pyrite and pyrrhotite.

A CEM conductor with high Cu and Zn in soil are drill tested
at 2250 N, 75 E. Mineralized greenschist with up to 1200 ppm
Cu and > 4000 ppm Zn in m-sections. Rock samples from a digging
1000 N, 125 E have 1,2 % Cu, but IP-survey showed no clear anomaly.
Recommendation: Following EM- anomalies are coinsident with
geochem, and drilltesting are recommended (decreasing order): 2800 N-
3000 N, 175 E - 125 E and 3500 N - 3600 N, 50 E - 75 E.

The grid should be extended to the west from 500 W at lines 1100 N
to 1400 N because of encouraging geochem.

Nyås.
	

Baseline: 0-300 N• Profile length: 300 W - 300 E

Follow up work 1983: CEM, Soil samples.

This grid is just started(4 profiles) and because of a disturbing
powerline and a fence in east, CEM interpretation is difficult.
But it looks like a CEM anomaly at 100 N- 50 E is caused by a
conductor dipping to the W and possibly continue along the base
line to 300 N (powerline?).This anomaly is followed by anomalous
CU and Zn - which however can be contamination from the nearby
mine "Gruvåsen" to the W.

Recommendation: CEM and soil sampling should be carried through,
supplemented by VLF and Apex, and geological manping.
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D. 7. Grue.
 Baseline: 300 W - 1700 E
Profile length: 400 N - 600 S
Follow up work 1983: CEM, MAG, VLF.

This grid is located within the Hersjø formation - the main
volcanic group. Geophysics has isolated a continuous conductor,
most probably graphite related, running the length of the grid at
100 - 200 N. The conductor is partly showing a weak MAG - anomaly,
so pyrrhotite intermixed in the graphite is likely.
A second conductor are found at 1200 - 1500 E, 425 S by VLF
(CEM not measured) and high MAG.

Recommendation: Beside geological investigation of the two
conductors, soil samples should be taken over the two zones. This
will of course be limited much because of the lake. If the geochem.
is discouraging, drilling is not recommended.

•
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E. Hausta area.

The follow up investigation in this area was started, because some
good gold values were reportet after reanalyzing old stream
sediments from N.G.U. (Norges geologiske undersøkelse). There have
been no airborne geophysical survey over this area. Therefore the
grids are established only from anomalous gold in the stream
sediments. In spite of this, encouraging geophysical anomalies are
obtained in the follow up grids.

Six small grids were layed out and were covered by soil samplings
in the 1982 field season. Three of these gave gold anomalies worth
further investigation. In the 1983 field season these grids were
covered by geophysical measurements (Total field proton magnetometer
and VLF field strength) and by geological mapping. Another big
grid was established. (Hausta IV) where soil sampling, geophysical
measurements and was carried out.
All the grids of this area are situated in the -

and the gold from stream sediments was generally
coincident with the ultramafic belt just north west of Alvdal,
although gold in other areas(Bratthø, Tverrvola now given up) may
also be closely associated with a major tectonic"break" between the
Gula group and the underlying Hersjø formation. The magnetic total
field shows generally just weak anomalies except at Hausta II.
This means that the ultramafic bodies are not situated within the
grid, and therefore the spatial relationship between gold anomalies
and ultramafic rocks are weak.

Geochemical soil samplings from these grids shows interesting
gold anomalies and extremely weak Cu-Zn and Pb values to be
within a volcanic belt. One exception of this is Hausta IV, where
very encouraging anomalies of all the elements Au,Cu,Zn,Pb are
found and with good correlation to each other.

The overburdon of these grids are generally quite thick, which
means that geological mapping are of limited values.

The four grids of this area which were followed up in 1983 are:

E. 1. Hausta I

E. 2 Hausta II

Hausta III

Hausta IV.
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E. 1. Hausta I. Baseline: 1400 W - OEW

Profile length: 700 N - 500 S

Follow up work 1983: MAG, VLF,

(field strength) geological mapping.

This grid shows quite interesting VLF and magnetic anomalies which
coinsidents very well,but in some cases it is difficult to
follow the anomaly from one profile to another. Both the VLF and the
MAG gives relatively small anomalies, which could be caused by
interwediate conductors (massive sulphidez).

Since the overburdon is auite thick little information is
received from geological mapping (which is not done north of
500 N). One outcrop of phyllite is found. It seems like the rocks
of this grid is turning more east west than in the other nearby
grids, which have a more North East, South West strike.
Unfortunately the grids from soil sampling in 1982 where not
found and a new grid was established in 1983. The basis of the '
new grid differ by some 52g in direction from the old one. This
makes the correlation between the geochemical and geonhysical
measurements difficult. The soil assaies showed very fine anomalous
values, with gold values up to 250 ppb, copper Up to 270 ppm,
zink up to 400 ppm, lead up to 35 npm and silver un to 2,5 ppm.
These anomalous values gives two interesting disnersion natterns,
one at each side of the stream.

The soil anomaly at the north side of the stream seems most
interesting (400 W, 50 N to 400 W, 500 N old grid) When transferring
the geochemical values from the old grid to the new, the best
anomaly will be found app,at lines 400 W to 800 W north of the
stream. In this area we have at least two very interesting geophysi-
cal anomalies. One of these which is just detected by VLF,
runs from 1000 W, ONS to 400 W, 175 N.

The other one gives both VLF and MAG anomaly and runs from 1400 W,
275 N to 400 W, 700 N. Both these geophysical anomalies could cause
the geochemical anomaly.

The soil anomalies at the south side of the stream is not so easy
to interprete. Weak VLF anomalies are found in this area, but these
are very hard to follow from one profile to another. One
interesting aspect of this anomaly is that it could correspond to
geochemical anomalies found at Hausta IV.
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Recommendation: This grid seems interesting and a drilling program
should be started. It is though difficult to decide any drilling
spot without more investigations. The best, but expensive program
would be to do new soil samplings in the new grid. Together with
the results of these samples Apex max-min would probably locate
drilling spot(s).

One less expensive way would be to measure Apex max-min over the
best anomalies recieved so fare,and by this decide drilling spot(s).

•

•
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E. 2. Hausta II. Baseline: 400 S - 1800 N

Profile length: 500 W - 500 E

Follow up work 1983: MAG, VLF (field

strength) geological mapping.

THis grid is situated at the border between Røros formation of

graphite schists, qtz biotite schists, greenstone, serpentinites,

dunites& conglomerates and Hummelfjell formation of qtz mica schists

quartzites, mafic tuffs and graphite schists. Magnetometric survey

shows strong anomalies that most probably is related to the

serpentinites or dunites of Røros formation. Geological mapping

showed, although there is just a few outcroos , that there are_c

ultramafic rocks in this grid. The outcroos of ultramafics are

small, which can explain why no magnetic anomaly are received at

these localities.

The geochemical survey from 1982 gave encouraging gold anomalies

with values up to 430 ppb. All the other elements showed only

background values. One interesting strong magnetic anomaly runs

through the whole grid from 400 S, 350 W to 1800 N, 50 W.

At both sides of this anomaly we have VLF anomalies. One of these

VLF anomalies coinsidents with graphite found at location

( 210-8, 140-W).

Over the line ONS to 400 N from 250 E to 400 W we have a continuous
area with anomal gold values. The lines 200 S and 400 S is not

covered with soil samplings.

Recommendation: This grid have so good gold values that it should

be drilled, but with the to now rece.ived data, it is difficult to

pick out any drilling spot. Since no other elements than gold

shows anomal values we must expect to find gold as disseminated

in rocks around the ultramafic body, not as a part of a massive

sulphide dgposite.It is though possible, but this seems less

probably. The best way to detect disseminated depos ts by geophysic

is to use IP. Therefore IP measurements should be carried out over
the profiles 400 S to 400 N. Soil sampling should be carried out

over the profiles 200 S and 400 S.

A trained geologist should also try to make a better geological

map covering the profiles were IP measurements are done. The

geologist could also do some rock sampling for gold analyses.
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E. 3. Hausta Baseline : ONS - 1400 N

Profile length: 500 W - 500 E

Follow up work 1983: MAG, VLF,

(field strengt) Geoloaical macning

( Geochemical soil samnling 1982).

This grid was followed up in 1983 because of encouraging gold

anomalies from the 1982 soil samuling proaram. The soil assaies

from 1982 show continues anomalies with aold values ranging from

5-92 nch. All the other elements were low (Cu up to 63 pnm,

Zn UD to 64, Aa un to 1 num and Pb un to 14 com).

The geolcaical manping gave very little information, since the

overburdon is cute thick. Just cne outcron of chylliie was

disooveted.

Recommendation: This grid should be given low nrloritv this vear.

If encoutagitg results come cut of the other •rlds more follow up

work are nroposed.

E. 4. Hcusta :V. Baseline: ONS - 2200 N

Profile lenath: 200 W - 500

Follow un werk 1923: TlF (field stren

MAG and Geochemical soil sampling.

This grid is situated about 500 m south of the Eausta II grid and in

the same stratigrachical nossition. t.:hengoinp from north to south
the strike turns more westly towards the Hausta I grid. Geological

manping is not yet done in this grid. The grid shows weak VLF

anomalies that is hard to follow from one urefile to ancther. The

dip angle alone gives very little information, but along with the

field stretgth some weok conductors can be internreted. The MAG

gives mostly weak anomalies, excent from two stren5er anomalies at

line 600 N, 300 E and 475 E. These anomalies are not detected

with the din angle of VLF, but the field strength is slightly

stronger than in the rest of the grid. These strong macnetic

anomalies are most probably related to small ultpama2ic

The geochemical soil assaies gives very interesting Cu-anomalies.
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The results of the soil samnlos shows values up to:

Au 91 nnb, Cu 570 ppm, ln 180 npm and Pb 40 nnm.

The anomalies of all these elements, excent forCu, is snread out

over the whole grid.

The ancmal Cu-values is rectrifted to smaller ahd very interesting

anomalies. The best Cu-anemalv runs from 800 N, 50 W to 1200 N,

200 F with nossible conection to the anomal values found near a

stream running parallel to line 1800 N from 250 E and westwords.

Because the VLF anomalies, that could explain these Cu-anomalies

is very wcak anothcr geonhvscal methode should be trved.

Pecommenlation: Thhs crid should seoner or later be drilltested,

but msre follfw sp wsrk must first be rrfracd. FaitatiLd

geological mc,nflid wIth tnterest to the Cu-anfmalies

must ftrst be carr'-^ ,P2 measuremefts of tne es 829

1000 N, :200 N and 1800 N are refemmended to pick out a drilling

spot. 1f ne 1l2ancmaly are we could trv if thex mc'x,m'n

would elear out the mess of wcak VlF ahopaalies hear the

encocrading Cu- c.hfma1y.

•
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F. Lesja.


The Lesja area is located on the westem edge of the southern most
tip of the Trondheim greenstone belt, and is similar in many
respect, in rock type, to that found along the base on the eastern
side of the geosyncline. A general succession of

Stratagraphic Succession (Lesja gold area)

Mafic and felsic volcanics,
quartzitic gneiss

)
)
Bottheim

Group

)
)




)




)
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) Andbergs høi





) Complex
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Feldspathic mica schists
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Amphibolites and ultramafics
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Augen gneisf;,orthogneiss, ) Vestfjell)
)dioritic gneiss, quartzites ) Group )

Eocambrian K-feldspar rich quartzites Sparagmite
Sparagmites

Precambrian Granitic gneiss, augen gneiss) Liafjell
basic and aplitic dykes ) Group

This area was originally ivestigated for gold potential
derived from ultramafic rocks. Three possible rock sources were
defined:

Amphibolites and ultramafic
Qtz veins in quartzitic gneisses
Aplite dykes of the Liafjell group.

In 1981 we started a regional program with stream sediments-
geochemistry. Before this, in 1979/80, the area was covered by
regional geological mapping. In 1982 there wereestablished11 grids
for soil sampling. Several good soil anomalies were isolated and
in 1983 7 of these anomalies were followed up by:

a) Geophysical measuring with protonmagnetometer and VLF in the
grids.
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Detailed geological mapping (MI:2500)
602 soil samples assaied for Au, Cu, Zn

The Lesja grids are:

F. la. Storhorrungen I

F. lb. Storhorrungen II

F. lc. Storhorrungen III

F. 2a. Rjuphovda I

F. 2b. Rjuphovda II

Reindølsnabben

Kvitmyrin•

•
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F. 1. Storhorrungen. 


The area is charaoterszoci by a majorenv oi mica schists, auartz
mica aneiss, ultramafics, with minor amrh±bolite and suartzite.
The source hore for gold is zlosely re1an(sd to the ,eltramafics,
amohiholitos, and nossi•ly guartz veining in the dneisses.
In 1282 it was estahleshed a hig grid called Storhorrungen where
450 soil samplos were collected. The anomalous gola ranged from
12 rob to 210 nenh.

Last voar this bic drid was suhdevidea into 3 smaller dr as
(Storhorrungen I, II and III) focused on the hest anomal os.

scline no 10.30

Jftle length: 500 S to 500 N

Tollow un work 1983: Cecchomestr

	

ficid str ren) ?rceonmagneecnk

and geological maroing.

Genehu-tgal sonc hos dave nc anomalous a altnonah
ancenalous aold values up to 1700 npb was fcuna in scil samples
from nhe same aroa en 1902. This dreat einfferet ei nhe deld
values means has reen anne ,==1=

treatment of the sun, The Cu neines r from 2 no 77 ppm
and nhe Zn values ranges from 6 to 140 nom which hoth is en the
r= n de of T azkdre .0a00possible lanaeion for the low
dcia valnes o+- the 1983 rrcs'oeot:051for :h:S - ns ehat ehe
samples wzre collected from humus (AI horizon), where metals as
ccenner and zink are knewn to he enriched in ehe seme way as in
the B hortzon.

Cood rcsults from tvia as non cypenned, :cao.re ne dred is

crossed hy power lines. It is ocssi_hle nneudh, to detect a weak
conductor from (150 F, 475 S) to (150 N, 450 S). This conauotor
does not nninsident wieh any madneeonnetric anomely. The measure-
ments with protonmadnetemeter aives one serong an0maly which es
causod hy the ultrahasic tigav in SN of the arid. In close
relationship wenh nhis nleratelsic hody ehure are ffuna ontzroins
of amohiholite. This daolnatcal environment coeMid be a good source
for apl•. Thorefore the lavhstigation should conn nue.
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Recommendation: A few soil samples should be taken from the
B horizon to find out if the soil samples from 1983 was not taken
from this horizon. If so, new soil samples should be taken from
the B horizon in 1984.

F. lb. Storhorrun en II. Baseline: 450 W to 450 E

Profile length: 450 S to 550 N
Follow up work 1983: Geochemestry, VLF
(field strength), Protonmagnetometer
and geological mapping.

Geochemical sampling gave anomalous gold values ranging from 17
to 180 ppb. The copper values ranges from 3 to 66 ppm and the
zinc values ranges from 10 to 64 ppm, which both arebackgroundvalues
in this area. The VLF measurements detects a lot of interesting
conducting zones. Some of these are positively graphite horizons
because graphite schist is found on location ( 450 W - 300 S ).
The VLF anomalies are still interesting because there are found
iron stainings in streams and in a couple of outcrops pyrite is
located. The VLF anomalies is located south of the baseline in
profile 450 W to profile 300 E. This area shows slightly anomalous
magnetic values. Another interesting VLF anomaly is flanking the
ultrabasic body in NW, and this also gives a strong magnetic
anomaly.

Recommendation: This grid seems promising and further investigations
should be done. Detailed geological mapping and rock sampling by
a geologist shold be carried out with spessial interest on profile
150 E (500 S - BL ) and profile 300 E (400 N - 550 N). If no
essential new information is obtained in this way, diamond
drilling on the weak VLF anomaly 150 E, 125 S to 300 100 S
which coinsidents with gold values up to 110 ppb in soil samples,
should be done.



•
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F. lc. S o horruncen. III. Baseline: OEW to 1200 E

Profile lencth: 400 5 to 400 N

Follow up work 1983: Geochemestry, VLF

(field strength), Protonmacnetonsger

and ceolocical manning.

Geochomical soil sampling gave low gold values (<10 psb) except

from two slightly higher valuos of 13 pnb and 40 ppb (0 EW, 250 N

and 150 E, 280 N). The assccolated cncser values ranre from a hack-

cregind of 10-40 nsm up to 80 pnm. The sinc values are ranc±ng frnm

18 - snm. As in the grid Sterhorrungen I the gold values frnm

the 1883 nam lincs are cingh Inwer than the :583 s. ulinos of the

same area. T is m.eans '

last years invbsticat:on. (See :(:erhsrscht(

The VLF measuremehts shows some )nteresting dh=liCs. These

nomnilee seems to clank (he bin nitr"-hacic hndy on both

8hasic hegy and shnws sfms :

small, but shronc ann=lles. These strong anomalies does not

coinsident with the VLF ahomalies and could therefore be caused

by smaller utra asic bodies. In ssiie the bK cencheminal

celd values of years invest.:cation, arid have so cnod

V1118anoma21e,s, that the 1 s catinn shou3d

csnm 'he 1922 lnmest1c

so encou.saalnc (cs to 210 ppb) that it, tecther with the VLF

anomaly, makes it worthwile to diamond drill in this crid. This

drillang can he done this year hy nheck'nc of the VLF anomalies

or another soil samcling srocram could be carried cut first. It

would maybe also be posslble to drill bas(nd 1982

•enchemical results, 1f the cld pickets are feund.

Pock cem:'1'nc end deta± 1,nd gam aacal mappina shnuld be dene rst.

Tegether with this wurk it wncld be scssitie to Innate the

samplepotnts with anomalous cold values and hhonk 'f these

coinsidents h the VLF anomalies. Tri this wav a hetten dr:1!i na

spot can be ni cked cut.
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F. 2. Pjunhovda.

This area is dominated by gneiss, with closely associated

amuhibolites and aplite dykes. Gold concentrations from the 1982

prospectation seems related to biotite rich anlite dykes, and

anomalous values ranae from 12 npb to 320 npb.

In 1983 this grid was devided into two separate smaller grids

covering the best anomalies from 1982.

F. 7a. Fjunhovda I. Baseline: ONS - 750 S

Profile length: 200 W - 100 E

Fullow un work 1983: VLF,(field strenauth),

Frotonm.agnetcmeter and Geologtoal manning.

rhe ceology of this ur1d, which has a lot of outcrons, is ddminated

bv uneisses. In one locatton an(ohlbolite is found (450 S, 60 W)

and in another phyllite is fopnd (450 S, 280 E).

The ueonhysical meas2rements cave just weak anomalies. Small

anomaltes where obtained by nrctonmaieneeometer, but these can not

be used to n'ck out any dr'111nc snot w'thout conn'd-21ng the

geochemical soil samedles.

Pecommendation: SInce cood ueld ancenalies were found w:rh ueochemi-.
cal gnil s=mnl'ng 'n 1932 the =rea seems interese'nu,lnspite of

the discouracing neonhvsloal results. Therefore the nrosnectatton

nhou'd continue this vear wieh geoehemical soil sampling.

P. 2b naseline: 750 W - 05W

Profile l•ngth: 200 S - 830 N

Fellow 2n work 1983: :‘I1(G,VoF

(field serengeh) soil samuling anld

Geolococal mc.nnina.

Ohts area is domtnated by grey and redish gneiss and aucen cneiss.

Amphlbolite Is found In some locations. Fvrite, iron statning an•

cuartzveins are all intcresting observations.In the northern part

of this grid very little outcrops are found and this could mean

that the over barden is guite thick.
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At the lines 750 W - 450 W deechemical soil sampling have been

carried out from the baseline to 700 N. The acld values range from

<2 - 50 nicb, copper from 0,5 - 96 ppm and zinc from 7 - 79 pom.

At least 3 separate VLE anomalies can be picket out. One of these

running from 750 W. 450 N to 660 W, 425 N coinsidents with slightly

anomalous magnetometric values.

This anomaly could cause the weak geochemical aold anomaly from

225 N to 325 N at line 750 W. The great distance between the

aeophysical and the aeochemical anomaly could be explained by

thick over bardon at line 750 W from about 200 N and further to the

north.

Reconmendation: Thts grid shows lust weak cold anomaltes and

shon)d conseduently be civen low nriorfty. Tt would ehouch be

tnterestina to see if the VLIT anomaly at line 600 W 275 N cou)d

be detected by other deophvsical menhods like Aucx max,min or

shootback. If so the anomalv could be diamond drilled. In

contribution to this it would be interesting to see if geochemical

soil sampling over the other weak VLF anonalies would give gold

anomaltes.

F. 3. Re'o5edolsnabben. Beseline: ONS - 750 N

Profile le2gth: 500 E - 500 W

Follow up work: VLF (field strength)

Protonmacnetometer and acological

mapping.

The aeolodical manning in this drid aave very little contribution

to the investidations, since just a few outcrops of gneiss were

discovered. From the deological map sheet Dombas (1:50 000 ) the

artd is situated on the (thrust) border between pink feltsnatic

cuartzites and orthogneisses of the Snohetta Comulex.

Geochemical survey from 1982 gave ancmalous gold values randing

from 12 pbb to 220 npb which were basically restricted to the

profiles 300 N to 750 N.

Both VLF (field strength) and nrotonmagnetometric measurments

gave just very weak anomalies that is hard to interprete.
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Recommendation: Diamond drilling in this grid would be quite

expensive because of topografical problems getting the rig to

the drilling spot. In contribution it would be a gambling to

pick out a drilling spot, since the geophysical anomalies is

very weak. No further investigation is recommended.

F. 4. Kvitm rin. Baseline: OEW - 1050 E

Profile length: 200 S - 500 N

Follow up work 1983: VLF (field

strength) Protonmagnetometer and

geological mapping.

The follow up performed in 1982 showed very discouraging results

for this grid. One encouraging fact was a small amout of copper

found in a quartz vein, which coincidented with a single gold

soil anomaly. Therefore the investigations continued into 1983

with more geological mapping and geophysical measurements.25 rock

samples were collected and assaied for Au, Cu, Zn and Pb. Non

of these assaies were encouraging. Gold values ranged from

<2 to 16 ppb, copper from 3,5 to 280 ppm, zinr from 2,0 to 110 opm

and lead from < 2 to 14 ppm.

The grid which has a lot of outcrops is dominated by light

gneisses and minor amphibolites. In one location graphitic shist

is found. In two locations iron staining are found, but non of

these coinsident with any VLF anomaly. Some weak VLF anomalies

which most probably is graphite related, can be picked out. The

MAG shows quite strong anomalies, that differ in strike from the

VLF anomalies. The magnetometric anomalies may be caused by small

ultrabasic boddies that have no outcrops.

Recommendation: This grid should be given low priority in the

1984 field season. Detailed searching for mineralized quartzveins

near the geochemical anomalies, together with 1- 10 new soil

samples around these locatities, could given valuable information.
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MAPS.

Includes all surveys performed on each grid for the 1983 field
season. Surveys include VLF, CEM, MAG, Apex max,min, IP, RP,
Geochemical sampling, and geological mapping.

Box I of 4

Folldal area

Box II of 4

Lesja / Hausta area

Box III of 4

Tynset area

Box IV of 4

Savalen / Os area

•
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